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ABSTRACT. Ten novel suture measurements are defined and their potential for Oliva taxonomy

is evidenced.

RESUME. Dix nouvelles mesures de suture sont définies et leur potentiel pour la taxonomie du

genre Oliva est mis en évidence.

1. INTRODUCTION.

It has been shown (Tursch & Van Osselaer,

1987) that analysis of the suture can yield

measurable and useful taxonomie characters in the

genus Oliva. Reproducible measurements can be

obtained (without damaging the shell) by making an

accurate casting of the suture, at a predetermined

position on the shell (expressed in number of

postnuclear volutions). A section of this casting is

then carefully drawn, using a dissecting microscope

equipped with a caméra lucida and this drawing is

actually measured. One problem had to be solved: in

order to compare sutures of différent sizes and

shapes, the drawings of the sutures should of course

be oriented and measured in the same way. As the

suture drawings (see fig. 1, al, bl, cl) contain no in-

formation about the axis of the shell (that would

constitute an idéal référence), the only practical solu-

tion consists in making ail measurements on a

référence grid deriving from a preliminary

géométrie construction on the drawing. A first set of

nine suture measurements was suggested and suc-

cesfully tested.

Within the same population, the size of the suture

will of course dépend on the size of the spécimen,

an unwanted feature in comparative studies. In order

to eliminate this size factor, suture measurements are

used as shape factors (ratios of suture data) or in-

dices, the suture data being then divided by any

measurement of the teleoconch (for instance L, the

length of the lip, defined in Tursch & Germain,

1985).

On the same spécimen, suture data will also

dépend on the point of the suture where the measure-

ments hâve been taken. Unless otherwise specified,

ail measurements are effected at the point (pnw -

0.5), this is half a volution before the lip. As size is

dépendent on pnw, the size factor can thus also be

dampened by dividing the suture data by (pnw - 0.5).

Note : pnw is also defined in Tursch & Germain,

1985.

When the possibilités of this novel approach were

explored on a large séries of Oliva taxa, it soon ap-

peared that it was désirable to increase the available

information by more suture data. The simplest way

to achieve this was to uUlize the already available su-

ture drawing and to devise novel measurements

based upon another method of géométrie construc-

tion.
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1 mm

Figure 1. Individual variation within the species O. flammulata
, spécimens BT-2127 (ai), BT-

4432 (bi), BT-4215 (ci) and effect on the slope of the tangent tl (a2, 02,02).

2. METHOD.

The changes proposée hère entait no modification

of the initial steps (préparation of the casting and of

a section thereof, caméra lucida drawing) of the

procédure previously described (Tursch & Van
Osselaer, 1987) and affect only the analysis of the

final drawing of the suture.

2.1. Preliminary construction.

As in the previous method, the construction first

requires the détermination of the points of inflexion

necessarily présent on both sides of the suture

trough.

2.1.1. The drawing is oriented as in fig. 2, (depict-

ing the suture of a spécimen of OUva amethystina ).

In some cases, the points of inflexion can be deter-

mined directly (see fig.2, a: IR). If not, the tangents

(tl on the left and tr on the right) at the inflexion

points (IL on the left or IR on the right) are deter-

mined by moving a transparent ruler along the curve.

In practice, the tangents generally overlap the curve

over a segment, the midpoint of which being hère

defined as the inflexion point. (Note: the same mid-

point convention will be utilized hère in ail cases

where accurate détermination of a point of tangency

is difficulted by an overlap between curve and
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Figure 2. Procédure for suture measurements. 2a : preliminary construction, first phase. 2b:

preliminary construction, second phase. 2c : preliminary construction, third phase and obtention of

the référence grid. 2d : measurements (see text, section 2.2.)
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tangent). If there is more than one inflexion point on

the sides of the suture trough, only the uppermost

(adapical) is considered on the left (internai) side and

only the lowermost (abapical) is considered on the

right (external) side.

The midpoint of the segment IR-IL is defined as

being point M.

2.1.2. As in the original method, a line, pur, tan-

gent to the right (external) shoulder is drawn trough

point M. Its parallel pdr, tangent to the bottom of

the suture trough is also determined.

From now on, the construction method differs

from the previous one. Another line, line plu, tan-

gent to the left (internai) shoulder of the suture (see

fig. 2b) is drawn through point M. A line pld, paral-

lel to plu and tangent to the left (internai) side of the

trough is traced. The lines pld and pdr intersect at

point K.

2.1.3. A line w (see fig. 2c) is traced trough points

M and K. Linew is the référence axis of the measur-

ing grid. The line gu, perpendicular tow and tangent

to the right (external) shoulder is determined. It in-

tersects line w at point P. One then traces line gd,

parallel to gu, tangent to the bottom of the trough,

intersecting line w at point V. A last line gm, paral-

lel to both gu and gd is drawn through the midpoint

of the segment P-V (point S).

The four lines w, gu, gm and gd constitute the

référence grid for the proposed additional measure-

ments.

2.2. Measurements.

As shown in fig. 2d, the points 0,Q,R,T,U,W,Y

and Z are determined by the intersections of the

référence grid with the drawing of the suture.

By définition:

5 10 = PV/REF

511 = PZ/REF

512 = PO/REF

513 = PQ/REF

514 = SR/REF

515 = ST/REF

516 = SU/REF

5 17 = VW/REF
5 18 = VY/REF

S 19 = (EL,IR)/REF

where REF stands for the length of a 1 mm internai

référence segment (drawing of a lenght of 1 mm
precalibrated on the ocular reticulum). Ail measure-

ments are deemed positive.

3. PRECISION AND REPRODUCIBILITY.

The précision and the reproducibility of the casting

and the drawing processes hâve already been

analyzed (Tursch & VanOsselaer, 1987).

In order to assess the reliability of the proposed

method we hâve compared measurements effected

on ten photocopies of the same drawing of the suture

of an Oliva miniacea by two independent observers

(spécimen BT-0044, H: 88.7 mm, see Table 1). The

same experiment was repeated for an 0. porphyria

(spécimen BT-3726, H: 42.5, see Table 2).

4. TAXONOMIC APPLICATION.

Discrimination tests were performed on twenty one

Oliva species (generally represented by five

spécimens, see section 6: Material Examined).

Computer-assisted search for optimal combina-

tions of discriminating characters easily yields

suitable solutions. Many total interspecific sépara-

tions could be achieved by using appropriate vari-

ables. Just to give one example amongst many, a first

group of ten taxa (see fig. 3) and a second group of

seven (see fig. 4) show complète interspecific

séparation and good intraspecific grouping by using

the same set of two suture characters (in this case,

combinations of measurements).

5. DISCUSSION.

Fig. 5 allows a direct comparison between the

novel set of proposed measurements and the one

previously utilized (Tursch & Van Osselaer,

1987). It can be seen that much additional informa-

tion on the shape of the suture is acquired (especial-

ly because a larger portion of the suture is now

covered by the measuring grid). The précision and

the reproducibility of the novel measurements hâve

been shown hereabove to be satisfactory.
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Suture Observer A Observer B Suture Observer A Observer B

measurements mean cv% mean CV% measurements mean CV% mean CV%

S10 0.86 1.02 0.85 2.03 S10 0.31 0.53 0.31 1.81

SU 0.85 0.95 0.84 1.87 SU 0.30 0.91 0.30 1.82

S12 0.41 4.67 0.39 6.37 S12 0.14 3.06 0.14 5.17

S13 0.69 2.02 0.69 2.80 S13 0.24 2.15 0.24 2.77

S14 0.27 3.72 0.26 4.99 S14 0.09 3.27 0.09 4.88

S15 0.32 2.91 0.33 5.67 S15 0.16 1.49 0.16 2.10

S16 0.99 0.74 1.00 0.85 S16 0.39 1.11 0.39 1.63

S17 0.06 15.81 0.08 12.37 S17 0.03 10.69 0.04 10.16

S18 1.18 0.59 1.17 0.90 S18 0.60 1.14 0.59 2.24

S19 0.59 3.51 0.62 5.70 S19 0.43 1.07 0.42 2.08

Table 1 . Oliva miniacea . Ten measurements

made by two independent observers on the

same drawing. Mean values are given in mm;

CV% is the coefficient of variability.

Table 2. Oliva porphyria . Ten measure-

ments made by two independent observers on

the same drawing. Mean values are given in

mm; CV% is the coefficient of variability.
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Figure 3: Scatterdiagramof F1 = S11/I vs. F2

= (S12+S13)/(pnw-0.5). O. amethystina : open

triangles. O. buelowi : open squares. O. cal-

dania : black triangles. O. lacanientai : black

stars. O. mantichora : black crosses. O. mini-

acea : open circles. O. oliva : open lozenges.

O. porphyria : black circles. O. rubrolabiata :

black squares. O. scripta : black lozenges.

Figure 4 : Scatter diagram of F1=S1 1/1 vs

F2=(S12+S13)/(pnw-0.5). O. carneola : open

circles. O. flamulata : black stars. O. fumosa :

open triangles. O. parkinsoni : black triangles.

O. reticularis : black circles. O. taeniata : open

squares. O. vermiculata : black squares.
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In some cases, the additional measurements also

show less intraspecific variability. Individual shell

variation (and/or expérimental errors of slope ap-

préciation) will resuit in small (mostly insignificant)

errors on the détermination of the point of inflexion

(with very little conséquence on the position ofpoint

M, common to both methods). This will also be

reflected in the slope of the tangent tl, with a larger

possibility of error in the few species where the

radius of curvature at the left point of inflexion is

very small (Le. the change of direction is abrupt, oc-

curing over a small distance). This will affect the

new measurements (where the geometrical construc-

tion is based upon the inflexion point) much less than

the previous ones (where the slope of the tangent tl

is critical). An extrême example is given in fig. 1,

showing strong individual variation at the left in-

flexion zone in the suture of Olivaflammulata and

its conséquence on the slope of the tangent tl.

Séparations such as illustrated in figures 3 and 4

are quite encouraging, as it would be very optimis-

tic to hope that 21 congeneric taxa would be com-

pletely separated on a single plane section of the

attribute hyperspace.

At this stage, reliable and discriminant suture

measurements are accessible. Their significance at

the infraspecific, spécifie and supraspecific levels

remains to be established. Research along thèse Unes

is being pursued in this laboratory.

Figure 5. Comparison between the novel

measuring grid (solid lines : b) and the pre-

vious one (dotted lines : a).

6. MATERIALEXAMINER

The list hereunder does not endorse the correetness

and the validity of ail the taxa. Some names are used

with great reluctance. AM- refers to spécimens from

the Instituut voor Taxonomische Zoologie

(Zoologische Muséum, Amsterdam) and BT- to the

B. Tursch collection (Brussels).

Olivaamethystina Rôding, 1798. (For this species

see Tursch, Germain & Greifeneder, 1986).

PHILIPPINES: BT-4563, BT-4564, BT-4567, BT-

4570,BT4581(noloc).

O. buelowi Sowerby, 1888. PAPUA NEW
GUTNEA: BT-0399, BT-403 (Rabaul); BT-0422,

BT-0425, BT-0426 (Hansa Bay, Laing I.).

O. caldania Duclos, 1835. AUSTRALIA: BT-

1610, BT-1611, BT-1612, BT-1614 (Queensland,

no loc); BT-4442 (Broome).

O. carneola Gmelin, 1791. SOLOMONS Is.: BT-

0301 (Guadalcanal); BT-2516 (Langa-langa); BT-

2548, BT-2549 and BT-2553 (no loc).

O. flammulata Lamarck, 1811. GABON: BT-

2087 and BT-2088 (Port Gentil). MAURITANIA:
BT^215 (La Awera). SENEGAL: BT-2127 and

BT-4432 (Dakar).

O. fulgurator Rôding, 1798. ARUBA: AM-10,

AM-33 (no loc). VENEZUELA: BT-2289, BT-

2292, BT-2298 (no loc).

O. kaleontina Duclos, 1835. GALAPAGOS: BT-

4225 (SUames). PANAMA: BT-3751, BT-3752,

BT-3753 and BT-3756 (Cebaco I.).

O. lacanientai Greifeneder & Blôcher, 1985.

PHILIPPINES: BT-5045, BT-5046, BT-5047, BT-

6025 and BT-6026 (off Cebu, 250-300 m).

O. mantichora Duclos, 1835. (For this species see

Tursch, Germain & Greifeneder, 1986).

PHILIPPINES: BT-4534, BT-4540, BT-4544, BT-

4545 and BT-4546 (no loc).

O. miniacea Rôding, 1798. PHILIPPINES: BT-

4585, BT-4586, BT-4587, BT-4588 and BT-4986

(no loc).

O. oliva L., 1758 (of authors). This is the taxon

figuredP1.15,figs. 14 and 15inPETUCH&SARGENT

(1986). PHILIPPINES: BT-4589, BT-4590, BT-

4591, BT-4592 and BT-4593 (no loc).

O. parkinsoni Prior, 1975. SOLOMONS: BT-

2480, BT-2481, BT-2483 and BT-2485 (no loc).

PAPUA NEW GUINEA: BT-0681 (Hansa Bay).
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O.porphyria L., 1758. PANAMA: BT-3717, BT-

3719, BT-3722, BT-3723 and BT-3726 (Cebaco L).

0. reticularis Lamarck, 1811. CUBA: BT-2190,

BT-2220, BT-2221, BT-2223 and BT-2666 (Guan-

tanamo).

0. rubrolabiata H. Fischer, 1902. VANUATU:
BT-0100 and BT-5011 (Port Vila); BT-3493 and

BT-3994 (off Banks Is.); BT-3959 (Vanuatu).

0. scripta Lamarck, 1811. HAÏTI: BT-2379 (off

S.coast). HONDURAS: BT-2756, BT-2757, BT-

2762 (no loc.). U.S.A.: BT-2154 (Florida, Marathon

Key).

0. spicata Rôding, 1798. PANAMA: BT-3765,

BT-3766, BT-3767, BT-3768 andBT-3770 (Cebaco

L).

0. splendidula Sowerby, 1825. PANAMA: BT-

3729, BT-3731, BT-3733, BT-3736 and BT-3737

(no loc).

0. taeniata Link, 1807. THATLAND: BT-0171,

BT-1293, BT-1294, BT-1295 and BT-1298

(Phuket).

0. tesselata Lamarck, 1811. PHILIPPINES: BT-

4508, BT-4509, BT-4510, BT-4512 (Sulu); BT-

4922 (no loc)

.

0. undatella Lamarck, 1811. ECUADOR: BT-

2681 (San Pedro). MEXICO: BT-0331, BT-0332

(Colima). PANAMA: BT-1665 and BT-1666

(Venado L).
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